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Overview
LTE service is being rolled out across the globe. While LTE networks expand their footprint, it is still being
supplemented by legacy technologies, such as 3G, so any fraud monitoring needs to encompass the newer and
legacy technologies. As such, fraud monitoring needs to encompass all facets of the provider’s environment,
including the sales channels, network and operational systems to provide a comprehensive solution. There are many
different aspects of fraud monitoring that Subex can provide, which includes not just fraud monitoring, but ancillary
capabilities, such as customer notifications for situations such as bill shock and policy monitoring to ensure that
customers are obeying the terms and conditions of their agreements. Here is a general list of capabilities that can be
provided. Due to the flexible nature of Subex’s solution, there are many other potential areas that can be addressed.

Customer acquisition and servicing
The optimal time to stop a fraudster is before they gain access to the network. For LTE providers, this is accomplished
via a variety of controls. Most important is to prevent fraudsters from becoming customers at the point of sale. This
requires control of all channels – retail outlets, web portals, outbound and inbound call center, resellers and enterprise
managers. Fraudsters understand that service providers often have fewer controls for existing customers, so
transactions from existing customers must be monitored for account takeover. In addition to losses that may be
suffered while the fraudster is on the network, subsidies for handsets and commissions payouts are other losses that
a service provider can incur. To prevent fraudsters at the point of sales, checks based on comparing a customer’s
information to prior fraudsters, as well as existing customers is required. These checks go hand in hand with credit risk
checks and a combined fraud/risk score can gauge the risks for a customer and drive acceptance, rejection or
modification of orders. Point of sale monitoring needs to also identify potential internal and channel based frauds.

Usage monitoring
Once a customer has service, the monitoring of their usage can provide insight into potentially fraudulent activity.
Monitoring for excessive usage, spikes in usage, deviations from historical usage patterns and signs of illegal sales of
access are part of the core Fraud Management solution. The ability to mimic rate plans that span multiple devices to
monitor all of a customer’s activity is configurable in the flexible Fraud Management solution. Fraudsters usage
patterns can be identified based on usage over variables periods of time, such as hourly, daily or monthly. Being able
to detect excessive usage over a short period of time or usage above what is expected from a customer based on their
plan are important facets of a fraud management solution.

Customer monitoring and notification
As Subex Fraud Management is able to process transactions in near real-time, other types of monitoring can be
accomplished in addition to fraud. This includes monitoring against a subscriber’s plan and identifies when to notify
them of certain conditions. These conditions can be warning of potential overages. This bill shock prevention can
notify a customer to change their behavior or their service plan. This is of particular concern in roaming situations
where much high rates apply and customers are less likely to have included amounts of data included. If service
providers want to throttle customers that exceed usage thresholds on an hourly, daily, weekly, monthly or other basis,
Subex Fraud Management can be the trigger for these actions as well.
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Service monitoring
In addition to monitoring overall usage, monitoring usage of specific services is an important part of fraud
management in LTE services, particularly when there is a hard cost associated with providing the service. Voice over
LTE (VoLTE) combines data usage with a voice service. Monitoring voice usage is very similar to monitoring for voice
calls on a mobile or fixed network with the added element of monitoring calls that originate or terminate over WiFi
networks. This additional location information can be used to help identify fraudsters, similar to location information
from cell sites is currently used in fraud detection. Usage profiling based on IP address, handset ID, origination,
termination number and other attributes is necessary to identify different types of fraud.
Machine to Machine (M2M) services over LTE has their own type of monitoring. Many LTE services have predictable
and steady streams of data with specific destinations. These services can be monitored against expected and
historical usage patterns and can be monitored to ensure that services that should not be used, such as voice, are not
being used. In some cases, M2M devices will have a specific geographical location that can be monitored as well.
Due to the high bandwidth of LTE services, more demanding applications, such as video streaming and content, can
also be monitored looking for specific patterns of usage, use certain types of content, high usage from one providers
and other profiles can be monitored.

Conclusion
Some of the fraud types encountered via LTE networks will be similar to what has been found on 2G and 3G networks,
including subscription fraud, frauds associated with voice usage, such as International Revenue Share Fraud, account
takeover, dealer fraud, internal fraud, content fraud, illegal resale, roaming fraud are occurring on LTE network. How
to monitor for these fraud types will change with LTE, due to the higher bandwidth, wider variety of devices and
increased capabilities of devices attached to the network. Additional fraud types are being found as well, due in part
of the changing nature of mobile and the IP backbone provided by LTE. Developing or evolving a fraud practice to
cover LTE services can be accomplished through a combination of solutions and processes. Subex with its industry
leading Fraud Management solution and experienced consulting staff can help with the set up, retooling and fine
tuning of fraud management practices to minimize fraud exposure for service providers.
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About Subex
Subex is a pioneer in enabling Digital Trust for businesses across the globe.
Founded in 1994, Subex helps its customers maximise their revenues and
proﬁtability. With a legacy of having served the market through world-class
solutions for business optimisation and analytics, Subex is now leading the way by
enabling all-round Digital Trust in the business ecosystems of its customers.
Focusing on risk mitigation, security, predictability and intelligence, Subex helps
businesses embrace disruptive changes and succeed with conﬁdence in creating
a secure digital world for their customers.
Through HyperSense, an end-to-end augmented analytics platform, Subex
empowers communications service providers and enterprise customers to make
faster, better decisions by leveraging Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) analytics across the
data value chain. The solution allows users without a knowledge of coding to easily
aggregate data from disparate sources, turn data into insights by building,
interpreting and tuning AI models, and eﬀortlessly share their ﬁndings across the
organisation, all on a no-code platform.
Subex also oﬀers scalable Managed Services and Business Consulting services.
Subex has more than 300 installations across 90+ countries. For more
information, visit www.subex.com
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